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Science serves its readers as a forum for
the presentation and diSCuLSSiOn of important issuies relatedt to the advancement of
sceieice, inclludiIng the presentation of minorlitv or conflicting points of view, rather
than1l bly puLblishing only material on which
a consensus has been reached. Accordingly.
all articles puLblished in Scienice-includineciitor-ials, news and commnent. aind book
texiewxs are signed and reflect the indiViduLa.'l views of the authors and not official
poitits of view adopted by the AAAS or
the instituLtions with which the authors are
afll iatted.
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Will Society Be Prepared?
New information is being obtained in the field of biochemical genetics
at an extrenmely rapid rate. Thus far. this knowledge has had relatively
little effect upon lnan. More information muLst be obtained before practical applicaltion will be possible. and the technical prohlems that must
be overcomiie are formidalble. However, when these obstiacles have been
removed this knowledge will greatly influence man's future. for main then
will have the power to shape his own hiologic destiny. SLuch power can
he used wisely or unwisely, for the betternment or detriment of mankind.
Salvador Luria hats saild: "the progress of science is so rapid that it
creates aIn inhbalance betweeni the power it places in the hands of man
and the social conditions in which this power is exerted. Then neither
walrnings of scientists, nor hreadth of public informiation, nor wisdonm
of citizens mnay conipensiate for inadequacies of the institutional framework to cope with the new situtlation."
The public understands to some extent the recenit developm-nents in biochemnical genetics. but has only a vaLgue notioni of what mlay he expected
in the future. in spite of the efforts of mnany scielitists to informl the
public abouLt probable future developments.
Where do we stand today? The genletic language now is known. and
it seemi.s clear that most, if not all, formiis ol lite on this planet uLse the
same language. with minor variations. Simple genetic messages now can
be synthesized chemically. Genetic Surgery, applied to microorganisims.
is a reality. Genes catn be prepared from3. one strain of hacteria and
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inser-ted into another, which is then changed genetically. Such changes
are inheritable. Thus far, it has not been possible to programi maiimalian
cells in this way.
Whatt mray he expected in the future? Short bLut meaningful genetic
messa.ges will be synthesizecd chemically. Since the instructions will be
written in the languiage which cells understand. the m>essages will he used
to progranm cells. Cells will carry out the instructions. and the program
mna.y even he inherited. I don't know how long it will take before it will
be possible to program cells with chemnically sy nthesized mlessages.
Certainly' the experimiental obstacles are fornmidable. However. I have
little dloubt that the obstacles eventLually will be overcomiie. The only questioIn is when. My guess is that cells will be progranmmed with synthetic
messages within 25 years. If efforts along those lines were intenisified.
bacteria nmight be progranmmed within 5 years.
The point which deserves special emlphasis is that mran may be able
to programn his own cells with synthetic informnation long before he will
be able to assess adequately the long-term consequences of such alterations, long hefore he will he able to formulate goals. and long before
he can resolve the ethical and n3oral problems which will he raised.
When mnan becomes capable of instructing his own cells. he nmust
refrain from doing so until he 'has sufficient wisdom to use this knowledge
for the benefit of mainkind. I state this problen] well in advance of the
need to resolve it. becatuse decisions concerning the applicaition of this
knowledge must ultimately' he made by society'. and only an informed
society can rnake such decisions wisely.-MARSUIALL W. NIRENBERG,
Natiotiil HC(art Ilnstitiite

EDI LORIAL CORRESPONDENCE: 1515 Massacltisetts Ave., NW. XX'ashmiiton. D.C. 20005. Phone:
202-387-7171. Cable: Advancesci, Washington.

This editorial is adapted fronm remalrks made in accepting the Resecarch Corporation's
1966 aSS Ird.
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